Ex-Im Lapse Hurting U.S. Manufacturers
While U.S. Stands Still, Foreign Competitors Are Moving Forward
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 Countries like China, Germany, the United Kingdom
and Italy are devoting hundreds of billions of dollars
to official export credit agency (ECA) financing for
domestic manufacturers while U.S. exporters have
no access to official export credit financing.

Manufacturing in the United States, the Ex-Im Bank’s Lapse and Foreign Competition
With a tough global economy and many headwinds limiting the export competitiveness of manufacturers in the United
States, now is the worst of times to limit the tools available to promote U.S. exports. And yet, the expiration of the Ex-Im
Bank’s charter at the end of June has left close to 2 percent of exporters—several thousand of them small- and mediumsized exporters—without adequate access to capital and without the financing that they need to compete with foreign
manufacturers. To make things worse, many other countries are actively expanding their ECAs and providing even more
support to their manufacturing exporters.

Learn More:
www.nam.org/Ex-Im

Foreign Countries Are Ramping Up Export Support in the Face of Slowing Global Demand
The global export credit environment
In the absence of the U.S. Ex-Im Bank, international ECAs have responded. With global markets poised for a new slowdown,
these countries are making every effort to ensure that their manufacturers have all the tools necessary to succeed and
continue to grow—even if that is at the expense of U.S. exporters.
For example, Zhao Changhui, the Export-Import Bank of China’s chief country risk analyst, said in June that Ex-Im’s closure
is a “good thing” for China.
His comments echo those of Yaduvendra Mathur, chairman and managing director of the Export-Import Bank of India,
who said in July that the lapse in Ex-Im’s charter meant more business for Indian exporters who would no longer have to
compete with U.S. exporters.
The Ex-Im Bank reported that there are now 83 ECAs across the globe. Below are some highlights of their recent activity:
 In July, China announced the injection of $93 billion into
two of its development banks, including $45 billion for
one of China’s two official ECAs, the Export-Import Bank
of China.

 UK Export Finance, the United Kingdom’s ECA, recently
financed its first transaction using the Chinese
yuan, making it the first non-Chinese ECA to ever
guarantee a loan in the currency.

 In the past two years, China has provided its exporters
 In late July, Italy’s ECA announced a $1.4 billion deal to
with at least $670 billion in export credit support—
expand an oil refinery in Egypt.
that’s more than the U.S. Ex-Im Bank has authorized in its
entire 80-year lifetime.

An uneven playing field: U.S. exporters face a financing disadvantage
In the global economic arena, exporters not only compete on the quality and price of their products but also on their
financing. When a foreign ECA offers a lower interest rate or longer, more flexible terms for their exporters, U.S. exporters
face a competitive disadvantage if they cannot provide similar terms. In other cases, ECA financing is a requirement of doing
business. In the nuclear industry, for example, ECA support is a prerequisite in the bidding process for the construction of
new power plants.
Even before Ex-Im’s charter lapsed, the financing support that the Ex-Im Bank provided to U.S. companies was small
compared to most other developed nations. When compared to economy size, the United States ranks last among major
exporting nations in ECA support, with ECA financing representing a small fraction of GDP (Figure 1). While Ex-Im financing
was less than one-fifth of 1 percent of GDP in 2013, China’s ECA support was 1.66 percent of GDP, and Canada’s ECA
support represented about 5 percent of GDP.
Figure 1: Total ECA Authorizations as a Percentage of GDP, 2013
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Ex-Im’s Lapse Means Lost Deals and Opportunities for U.S. Job Creators
Ex-Im’s critical role for small and medium enterprises
With the rest of the world continuing to provide and expand ECA support for its manufacturers and the American
manufacturing sector already facing barriers to growth, U.S. small- and medium-sized exporters face an even greater set
of challenges now that Ex-Im financing is no longer available. Specifically, thousands of small exporters in need of working
capital and export credit insurance now find themselves without the tools they need to export or compete in global markets.
As a result of new capital and risk-management requirements outlined in Dodd-Frank and Basel III, many U.S. banks face
strict capital requirements that disincentivize even low-risk export activity. Meanwhile, U.S. rules prohibit banks from accepting
foreign receivables as collateral for a working capital line of credit. For small exporters that often have minimal cash on hand,
working capital is critical in order for them to pay for the new equipment, materials and labor required to make their products
before receiving payment from their customers. In the past, an Ex-Im working capital guarantee would have afforded them the
capital they need to make their goods and successfully export them.
In the absence of these working capital guarantees—and consequently the cash to manufacture goods for exports—these
businesses now have only two options: demand payment in advance from their customers or forego making these exports
entirely. Many foreign customers, however, simply refuse to pay in advance and choose to buy from a competitor in another
country. Either scenario yields the same result: small manufacturers in the United States foregoing opportunities to export,
grow and expand.
Small exporters require Ex-Im-backed credit insurance for similar reasons. Another way to secure a line of credit for foreign
receivables is to buy credit insurance on those receivables. Unfortunately, the private-sector credit insurance market is heavily
geared toward larger exporters.

A credit and liquidity crunch for small and medium businesses
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Since the lapse of Ex-Im’s charter, a steady stream of small exporters have lost and will continue to lose their Ex-Im-backed
working capital guarantees and credit insurance, creating a credit and liquidity crunch for these businesses. In 2014, ExIm authorized 507 working capital loans and guarantees for small businesses, worth $1.7 billion, and 2,878 export credit
insurance guarantees for small businesses, worth $2.9 billion.
When an Ex-Im-backed working capital guarantee expires, or sometimes even before it expires if it’s unlikely to be renewed,
private banks will require the exporter to either post new collateral to cover the value of the loan or return the borrowed
money. If the small business exporter is unable to provide other collateral from its domestic receivables and cash on hand to
cover the outstanding credit, the loans will immediately move into problem status and banks will begin restructuring the debt.
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Exporters using Ex-Im credit insurance face two analogous problems. First, from September 1 to December 1 of this year, more
than 500 U.S. exporters will lose their credit insurance policies. Without this insurance, these businesses will be unable to
insure their foreign receivables and acquire financing for exports. Second, users of Ex-Im’s multi-buyer credit insurance cannot
add new foreign customers to their policies following Ex-Im’s lapse, reducing their opportunities to expand in overseas markets.

Foregone deals and lost opportunities for small exporters
It’s difficult to quantify the lost opportunities and missed sales that small businesses are now experiencing due to Ex-Im’s
lapse. There’s no economic indicator for “deals lost to foreign competitors because of a lack of financing” or “foregone hiring
and shop floor expansions because of a lack of access to export financing.” But the stories of several small exporters illustrate
the type of foregone deals and lost opportunities that small exporters are experiencing during Ex-Im’s lapse.
 Combustion Associates will no longer create 100

new jobs: After years of careful negotiations for three
power plant deals in Nigeria that relied on Ex-Im financing,
Combustion Associates must now put all plans on hold,
awaiting a potential reauthorization of the Ex-Im Bank.
These three deals would have created 100 new jobs at
the 47-employee company and brought more than $50
million in revenue to California through exports. Instead,
Combustion Associates is now considering layoffs, as
about 90 percent of the company’s business comes from
exports, which often require Ex-Im backing.
 Digital Check has already lost about $500,000
in sales to foreign, ECA-backed competitors:
Northbrook, Illinois–based Digital Check, a manufacturer
of check-scanning equipment, has lost sales in multiple
markets because it is unable to secure a line of credit.
The lack of new revenue has also forced it to shut down
the scanner-leasing segment of its business.

Orbital ATK lost a satellite deal because it could
not offer export credit financing: Orbital ATK, a
Dulles, Virginia–based satellite manufacturer, reported in
September that it lost a deal for the Azerspace-2 satellite
with the government of Azerbaijan. Orbital’s competition
for the deal was able to offer export credit financing for
its satellite while Orbital ATK could not do the same,
which led to the loss of the deal. It is not uncommon for
customers to demand official ECA backing for a bid, and
without the Ex-Im Bank, U.S. companies simply cannot
bid on those projects.

 International Green Structures has a deal in a
“holding pattern”: International Green Structures, a
Maryland-based manufacturer of building materials with
a plant in Texas, currently has a contract to build housing
in Nigeria stuck in a “holding pattern” because the ExIm Bank cannot process its financing. Without Ex-Im
financing, the deal, and the jobs and growth that go along
with it, will likely be lost.

Conclusion
Ex-Im’s lapse has already caused real, quantifiable harm for U.S. exporters. At a time when both the U.S. and global economy
are showing signs of weakness, Congress shouldn’t be hamstringing manufacturers in the United States by limiting their
ability to finance exports. This is doubly true when considering the aggressive and expanding export credit support that other
nations are providing to their exporters.
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